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PRE 20TH CENTURY—General Sources


Austria Overview


PRE 20TH CENTURY-Austro-Turkish Wars


1683 siege of Vienna lifted.
Austria Overview


PRE 20TH CENTURY-Napoleonic Era


PRE 20TH CENTURY-Austro-Prussian War (see bibliography in Germany-Pre WWI)

See also:
-Bibliographies on Crimean War; Napoleonic Wars in France; Southern Fronts and Eastern Front in WW1;

WORLD WAR I ERA-General Sources


Austria Overview


WWI Veterans Survey. Arch. AEF-Italy Files.

WORLD WAR I ERA-Armed Forces


Vol. 1-Austria-Hungary and Bulgaria.

Crosse, E.C. The Defeat of Austria as Seen by the 7th Division: Being a Narrative of the Fortunes of the 7th Division from the Time it Left the Asiago Plateau in August 1918 Till the Conclusion of the Armistice with Austria on November 4, 1918. London: Deane, 1919. 115 p. D546.5.7thC6.


**Austria Overview**


An order of battle.


**ANSCHLUSS (Nazi Take-Over)**


Austria Overview


SINCE 1945


